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Producers are relieved to have Thomas Edison back on the 

judging panel this season on Eureka! Without a big name like 

his, they were concerned that even fewer people would tune in. 

For everyone's sake, the producers hope that this season's con -

testants pay Edison the respect he feels he deserves. 

After all, many claim that Thomas Alva Edison is the most 

successful American inventor of all time. He patented over 

a thousand inventions in the United States. He had humble

beginnings, however. Born on February 11, 1847, in Milan, 

Ohio, he was the last of seven children. His family was poor. His 

education consisted mainly of being homeschooled and reading 

his father's books. He got his first job when he was twelve years 

old, selling newspapers onthe Grand Trunk Railroad. In his 

time off, he read in the public library. He conducted chemistry 

experiments in the baggage cars. One of his experiments set the 

train on fire, but Edison wasn't deterred. Even then, he knew 

that you often have to figure out the wrong way to do some

thing before you can find the right way. 
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3rd- 4th Grade At Home Activities and Resources for Families (English Language Development) 
 
Greetings dear parent/guardian. Thank you for supporting your child’s learning at home. The 
resources provided in this packet will provide your child with additional opportunities to practice 
English language development skills through different vocabulary, grammar, and reading skills.  
 
Each packet has stories to read in English with questions and vocabulary activities. You do not 
need to print any activities as responses can be written on a separate sheet of paper. 
 
Thank you again for your enthusiasm and willingness to do activities with your child at home. 
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Boy Scouts Save 
Leader From Bear Attack

Boy scouts save leader 
from bear attack
The Associated Press 
December 21, 2015 
Lexile®: 670L, 217 words

ROCKAWAY TOWNSHIP, N.J. (AP) — A Boy Scout leader was pulled into a cave 
by a bear in New Jersey. He defended himself with a rock hammer while three 
Scouts called for help, authorities said.

Christopher Petronino and the Scouts were hiking at Split Rock Reservoir. 
Petronimo walked into a small opening in a cave, NJ.com reported. That’s when 
the bear grabbed him by the foot. It yanked him inside and began biting his 
legs and shoulders.

Bob Considine is a spokesman for the state Department of Environmental 
Protection. He explained what happened next. Petronino defended himself with 
a rock hammer. He then pulled his sweatshirt over his head and curled into a 
ball. He yelled to the Scouts to get help.

The boys called 911. They were told to place food outside the cave to lure the 
bear away from Petronino. The plan worked. 

“I want to commend those young Scouts,” an official said. “They knew what to 
do.”

Petronino said he’d visited the cave for decades and had never seen a bear.

State officials believe the bear was protecting its hibernation location. At first, 
they placed traps near the cave to capture the bear. Later they decided that 
the warmer weather was confusing the bears. Officials no longer believe the 
bear is a threat and won’t try to capture it.
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Boy Scouts save leader from bear attack
Comprehension Questions 

1. Choose the main idea of this article.
a. State officials set traps to capture the bear that attacked Christopher Petronino.
b. Split Rock Reservoir is a dangerous place to go hiking.
c. A Boy Scout leader was rescued from a bear by three Scouts.
d. Calling 911 is a good plan if you find yourself in trouble.

2. Which two details from the article best support the main idea? 
a. Petronino yelled at the Scouts for help.
b. Sometimes warm weather confuses bears.
c. Petronino had been visiting the caves for many years and had never seen a bear.
d. State officials believe the bear was protecting its hibernation location.
e. The boys used food to get the bear out of its cave.

3. Arrange the events from the article in the order in which they happened.
a. The bear dragged Petronino into the cave.
b. The Scouts went hiking.
c. The Scouts were commended for rescuing their leader.
d. The bear left the cave to eat the food.
e. The Scouts called 911.

4. What evidence from the article explains why the bear is still free? 
a. Officials no longer believe the bear is a threat.
b. Petronino said he’d visited the cave for decades and had never seen a bear.
c. State officials believe the bear was protecting its hibernation location.
d. They were told to place food outside the cave to lure the bear away from Petronino.
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Boy Scouts save leader from bear attack
Comprehension Questions (Answer Key)

1. Choose the main idea of this article.
a. State officials set traps to capture the bear that attacked Christopher Petronino.
b. Split Rock Reservoir is a dangerous place to go hiking.
c. A Boy Scout leader was rescued from a bear by three Scouts.
d. Calling 911 is a good plan if you find yourself in trouble.

2. Which two details from the article best support the main idea? 
a. Petronino yelled at the Scouts for help.
b. Sometimes warm weather confuses bears.
c. Petronino had been visiting the caves for many years and had never seen a bear.
d. State officials believe the bear was protecting its hibernation location.
e. The boys used food to get the bear out of its cave.

3. Arrange the events from the article in the order in which they happened.
a. The bear dragged Petronino into the cave. (2)
b. The Scouts went hiking. (1)
c. The Scouts were commended for rescuing their leader. (5)
d. The bear left the cave to eat the food. (4)
e. The Scouts called 911. (3)

4. What evidence from the article explains why the bear is still free? 
a. Officials no longer believe the bear is a threat.
b. Petronino said he’d visited the cave for decades and had never seen a bear.
c. State officials believe the bear was protecting its hibernation location.
d. They were told to place food outside the cave to lure the bear away from Petronino.
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Congratulations!  You’ve been selected to explore the Amazon Rainforest. 
Rainforests are the most complex ecosystems on the planet. Because of their 
wet, warm climates, they support many types of life. The weather, plants, 
insects, and animals all work together to keep the forest alive.  

Rainforests are divided into four layers—we’ll spend a day in each! So pack 
your bags and get ready to explore.

Day 1: The River  

One of the best ways to get to the forest is by riding a boat down the 
Amazon River. This river is the second largest in the world. During the rainy 
season it floods the forest floor, helping new plants grow. This environment is 
home to crocodiles, fish, anacondas, and even river dolphins.

Be careful of that caiman hiding in the water. It’s the largest crocodile here. 
The caiman hunts fish and rodents. But it also eats dead animals, helping keep 
the river clean. 

Day 2:  The Forest Floor

Floodwaters carry soil from nearby mountains to the forest floor. Nutrients in 
the soil nourish all the trees and plants. As you can see, this layer is dark and 
cool. Large animals don’t often live in this condition. We’ll mostly see insects, 
frogs, and a few plants.  

Do you notice that path of broken leaves? It was left by a colony of leaf-
cutter ants. Many leaves fall from the canopy to the forest floor. The ants chop 
the leaves into chunks and then carry them to their underground nest. This 
process helps decompose leaves in the forest.   

Day 3: The Understory

Today we’re moving up into the young trees and shrubs, called the 
understory. Here it is humid and dark, so the trees grow large leaves in order to 
capture tiny bits of light. Vines creep around the trees to climb high so they can 
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reach the light, too. These plants are home to insects, lizards, snakes, and many 
small creatures.

If you look closely, you may spot a jaguar. Jaguars live on the forest floor 
and in the understory. Because they are excellent swimmers, runners, and 
climbers, they are great hunters. They help keep the animals they hunt from 
overpopulating the forest.  

Day 4:  The Canopy 

Today we’re exploring the warmest and brightest layer. In order to get the 
most light, the trees here grow tall and straight. Branches grow at the top of the 
trees and spread out to form a roof over the forest. The canopy is the noisiest 
layer because three-quarters of all Amazon creatures live here, including birds, 
lizards, and monkeys.   

Do you hear the loud chattering? It’s a squirrel monkey. These monkeys 
spend their days searching for fruits, nuts, bird eggs, and insects to munch on. 
They are messy eaters and often drop bits of their food. This helps feed the 
animals that live on the forest floor.  

Day 5:  The Emergent Trees

Let’s explore the very top of the forest today. Here the tallest trees thrust 
themselves above the canopy. It’s very windy, but the trees are rewarded with 
plenty of sunlight. Bird nests, beehives, and a wide variety of flowers and plants 
are found here.

You may want to get out your binoculars. The bird sitting up there is a sun 
conure. It is one of the few birds that nest in the emergent trees. Sun conures 
feed on fruits, berries, and seeds. They often drop seeds, which then grow into 
new plants.

Day 6:  Going Home

This is the end of our grand exploration. The rainforest is one of the most 
valuable ecosystems because it is home to over half the world’s plant and 
animal species. From the tiny ants to the magnificent jaguar, each organism fills 
a specific need in the forest. Maybe you can return one day to explore even 
more.
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